
PC-12 NG DESTINATIONS



fly direct

The Pilatus PC-12 NG can reach 3 times 

the amount of airfields when compared 

to similar jets.
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AN AIRPLANE THAT MEETS 
ALL OF YOUR DEMANDS.

Pilatus PC-12 NG  

passengers: 8

max. range: 3.300 km

max. range (8 pax): 2.200 km

max. flight altitude: 9.100 m

max. take off weight: 4.740 kg

wingspan: 16,28 m

cabin height: 1,47 m



Pilatus PC-12 NG
 

up to 8
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short
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Exceptional destinations will  

become reachable through us. 

Fly to destinations where  

others can ́t land.

FLY MUCH CLOSER TO YOUR DESTINATION. 



fly austria
With the PC-12 NG you will be able to reach 

over 20 smaller airfields in Austria. 
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more than

20 ×
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WIENER NEUSTADT
The second biggest city in Lower Austria.  

A hub of industry, trade and research. The  

Goldeck-Flug base in Eastern Austria.

fly austria



fly austria

KITZBÜHEL
The perfect place for a family getaway in 

the mountains. From the airfield in Sankt 

Johann in Tirol it is less than 30 min to the 

skiing slopes.

~ 55 min



LIENZ
By far the fastest way to reach East Tyrol 

for a relaxing weekend in the mountains.

fly austria

~ 55 min



 BREGENZ
Travel smoothly to the Bregenz festival. 

From touch-down to the “Seebühne” at Lake 

Constance it is less than 25 min.

fly austria

~ 1 h 25 min



fly switzerland
Due to Switzerland ś mountainous landscape, 

the landing possibilities are quite scarce.  

The PC-12 NG ́s short take-off and landing 

capability is vital here.
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more than

20 ×



SAANEN
Fly directly to your ski weekend to one of 

the most exclusive winter resorts of the 

Swiss Alps – Gstaad.

fly switzerland

~ 1 h 55 min



SION
The sunniest city in Switzerland impresses 

with its natural scenery and medieval city 

center.

fly switzerland

~ 1 h 55 min



SAMEDAN
The airfield right next to the center allows 

a quick journey to St. Moritz.

fly switzerland

~ 1 h 30 min



GENEVA
The United Nations Headquarters in Europe 

is also a global center of diplomacy and 

finance. Numerous influential companies rely 

on this secure location.

fly switzerland

~ 1 h 55 min



fly germany
Germany’s major airports are overloaded. With 

the PC-12 NG, smaller airfields can be reached, 

saving money and time. 
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more than 

200 ×



SYLT
Beach walks, hospitality and enjoyment are 

what comes to mind when thinking about 

this beautiful vacation island in the north.

fly germany

~ 2h 15 min



FRANKFURT
From Egelsbach airfield it is only 15 minutes 

into Europe’s financial center.

fly germany

~ 1 h 35 min



MUNICH
After landing in Oberschleißheim you are in 

no time in the center of Bavaria’s largest city.

fly germany

~ 60 min



fly germany

BERLIN
Known for its tolerance and openness, 

the German capital offers many sights and 

numerous events. 

~ 1 h 25 min



fly uk
With the Pilatus PC-12 NG you can fly even  

closer to your destination and avoid the high 

fees of major airports. 
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OXFORD

LONDON

DORNOCH

BEDFORD

more than

180 ×



BEDFORD
Bedford Autodrome has its own airfield. Our 

partner Jonathan Palmer Racing will organize 

the perfect racing experience for you.

fly uk

~ 3 h 10 min



fly uk

~ 2 h 55 min

LONDON
The capital of England, London is an 

internationally important financial and 

cultural center. Biggn Hill is only 12 km away 

from the city center. We provide the most 

efficient connection to the super metropolis.



fly uk

DORNOCH
The village on the east coast of Scotland 

is known for its pristine golf courses with 

Victorian flair. Especially the Championship 

Course “Royal Dornoch” is famous among 

golfers.

~ 3 h 45 min



fly uk

OXFORD
The “City of Dreaming Spires” is England’s 

knowledge hub. This traditional city impresses 

not only with its educational offer, but also 

with its magnificent architecture. 

~ 3 h 05 min



fly italy Italy is famous for its fashion and wine. There is 

no trip without a shopping-tour. Good that the 

PC-12 NG has a large cargo door!
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more than

70 ×



VENICE LIDO
From the airplane into the Vaporetto. After 

a scenic approach you can reach St.Marcus' 

Square in 10 minutes. 

fly italy

~ 1 h 10 min



MILAN
Enjoy an unforgettable evening at La Scala 

in Milan or a short shopping vacation in one 

of the world's fashion capitals. 

fly italy

~ 1 h 40 min



ROME 
The private airfield Rome Urbe is situated 

in close vicinity to the Vatican. Our business 

customers appreciate the fast journey to the 

Eternal City. 

fly italy

~ 1 h 55 min



UDINE
You will land at the private airport of the 

Villa Verde Hotel & Resort. Play a round of 

golf on 63 hectares and relax in the spa area.

fly italy

~ 60 min



fly france Over the years numerous airfields were built in 

France. However many of them are not suitable for 

standard business jets. Thanks to the versatility of 

the new PC-12 NG we can fly to them.
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more than

300 ×



COURCHEVEL 
On one of the most spectacular airfields 

in the world, you will land directly on the 

mountainside.

fly france

~ 2 h 05 min



CANNES
„Savoir vivre“ at the international film 

festival or at the yachting festival. 

fly france

~ 2 h 10 min



BORDEAUX LIBOURNE 
The amazing scenery and world famous 

wine have been an inspiration to visitors and 

artists for a long time. 

fly france

~ 3h 05 min



PARIS
Numerous airfields around the French 

capital allow for optimal arrival and 

departure depending on the desired city 

center destination.

fly france

~ 2 h 45 min



fly croatia Croatia is known and cherished for its crystal clear 

sea and preserved nature. With a coastline of over 

6000 km and more than 1200 islands, Croatia is the 

perfect spot for a sailing and vacation trip.
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LOŠINJ
BRAÇmore than

10 ×



BRAÇ
This Croatian island in the Adriatic sea 

impresses with its endless sandy beaches 

and its access to the open sea. 

fly croatia

~ 1 h 25 min



LOŠINJ
This island in Croatia’s north is one of the 

sunniest places in europe – about 300 days 

of sunshine per year. The warm climate is 

reflected in the variety of plants.

fly croatia

~ 60 min



fly slovenia Slovenia has a lot to offer with the snowy 

mountains of Triglav national park and Medi-

terranean villages like Piran or Portorož.



PORTOROŽ / PIRAN
A rich selection of accommodation and 

excellent cuisine as well as the warm 

hospitality of the locals make these places 

one of the most attractive destinations on the 

Slovenian coast. 

PORTOROŽ / PIRAN

fly slovenia

~ 60 min



fly montenegro The small country of Montenegro is one of the 

most versatile countries in Europe. In addition to 

attractive beaches on the Adriatic, it also offers 

trips to imposing mountain landscapes, lakes and 

forests. 



TIVAT
This costal town, situated at the bay of 

Kotor has a modern marina and offers 

accommodations in luxurious 14th century 

villas with wonderful sea views. 

fly montenegro

TIVAT

~ 1 h 35 min



DESTINATION TIME

AUSTRIA

Kitzbühel 55 min

Lienz 55 min

Bregenz 1 h 25 min

SWITZERLAND

Saanen 1 h 55 min

Sion 1 h 55 min

Samedan 1 h 30 min

Geneva 1 h 55 min

GERMANY

Sylt 2 h 15 min

Frankfurt 1 h 35 min

Munich 60 min

Berlin 1 h 25 min

UK

Bedford 3 h 10 min

London 2 h 55 min

Dornoch 3 h 45 min

Oxford 3 h 05 min

Pilatus PC-12 NG
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DESTINATION TIME

ITALY

Venice 1 h 10 min

Milan 1 h 40 min

Rome 1 h 55 min

Udine 60 min

FRANCE

Courchevel 2 h 05 min

Cannes 2 h 10 min

Bordeaux 3 h 05 min

Paris 2 h 45 min

CROATIA

Braç 1 h 25 min

Lošinj 60 min

SLOVENIA

Portorož 60 min

MONTENEGRO

Tivat 1 h 35 min

Travel times with the Pilatus PC-12 NG *

*~ Travel times calculated using Wiener Neustadt  
  (Goldeck-Flug homebase) as starting point. 
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